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1. Introduction. Let V=SD be a (ramed) solid torus and choose
two disjoint embedded discs D_, D/ in 3V. Define an oriented 3-dimensional

.

handlebody H o genus g by H =VI... V (g-copies o V) where D_ o
Vt is attached to D+ of V_:. We denote X or H which has an embedded
disc D=D+ of V. Let 5, be the Torelli group of X rel. D
Now let
be a diffeomorphism o
defined as
where
p
p=, and
being, respectively, the Dehn twist on the longitude and meridian curves
o the 2ramed torus 3V, so that H (--H)=S For each element e
(--H) is an oriented homology 3-sphere
5,, the mani2old M()=H
and we have the Casson invariant (M())e Z. Thus we have a map
Z. The purpose o the present note is to announce our result concerning
the map 2. Briefly speaking we have shown that the Casson invariant is
a kind of secondary invariant associated with the characteristic classes of
surface bundles introduced in [7]. As a result we have obtained an
alternative definition o 2 (see Theorems 6 and 7).
2. Johnson’s homomorphisms. Let x,
y be the symx, y,
o
plectic basis
H=H(;Z) such that x and y are represented by the
longitude and meridian of 3V, respectively. Consider the basis xAy
(i,]=l,...,g),xx(i]),yy(i]) o H nd write t(i=l,...,
()) for these elements (in any order). Let T be the submodule of
H
H HH generated by tt and tt+tt (i]). Hereafter we
simply write tot 2or t@t+t@t. Let T be the image in (A HH/ H)
@H of T under the projection AH@H(AHH/AH)@H. Then we
have Johnson’s homomorphisms

=
,, .
...,

’,,-

",

..,

AH

where g, is the subgroup of 5g, generated by Dehn twists on bounding
simple closed curves (see [4], [5], [6], [9] for details). Define a homomorphism
0o" T-.Z by requiring the value of it on each element of the basis of T
described above as Oo(XAxoyAy)=l and 0 (other element)=0.
3. Characteristic classes of surface bundles. Here we begin by
briefly recalling several results rom our previous papers [7], [8], [9]. Let
g, be the mapping class group o g relative to D and let e e H(, Z)
be the first characteristic class of surface bundles. We constructed a
crossed homomorphism k" ,oH, which is uniquely defined up to
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coboundaries, and proved that the cohomology class e is represented by the
2-cocycle c of q, given by c(% )=/c().k( -) (, e lq,). We also
proved that i*(e)--0 in H(q,) where i" Jq,-+q, is the inclusion.
(Formerly we have only proved that i*(e) is a torsion class, but Johnson’s
result [6] and the form of the cocycle c above imply that i*(e) is actually
zero.) Hence there exists a map
d" J,
such that i*(c)=d. It is well defined up to elements of H(, ;Z). Also
Im d is contained in 2Z.
Theorem 1. Let
J4q, be a Dehn twist on a bounding simple closed
curve of genus k in \D
Then we have d()----4k(k--1).
4. Statement of the main results. Let A:q,=Ker r. It is the subgroup o q, consisting o all elements which act on (27q\/)) trivially
mdulo our-2eld commutators.
(1 / 24)d on
Theorem 2.
As a corollary to this theorem, we can answer a problem of Johnson
([5], p. 172, Problem B) negatively.
which is a
Corollary 3. The three-fold commutator subgroup of
normal subgroup of
has an infinite index in
Now let
be the subgroup of /, consisting of isotopy classes o_f
diffeomorphisms of
which can be extended to those of H. Define an
are
equivalence relation
as follows. Two elements and 4z e
on
Then
equivalent iff there are elements 1, e
such that P=W.
the classical Heegaard-Reidemeister-Singer theorem implies that
lira ,/ ((3),

-

.,
,v

.

_,.

.,. ,,

,:

,

,

,

g--

,
, ,,
,,,.

where J((3) denotes the set of all diffeomorphism classes of oriented
homology 3-spheres. The correspondence is given by
M()e q((3).
Now let W (resp. W) be the submodule of A H generated by the elements
x, AxAy and x, AxAx (resp. x, AyAy and y, AyAy) so that A 8H=
Wzff)W. It is easy to deduce from the result of Suzuki [10] that for any
such that ro.()=u.
element u e W, there exists an element e
fl
Using this fact we can prove
there exist elements q, e
Proposition 4. For any element e
(
is contained in
such that
/(3)= lim ,x/.
Corollary 5.
This simple result might be useful when one tries to obtain new invariants for homology 3-spheres from those of knots,in S
Next we define a homomorphism T--Z by requiring (t,(R)t,)=0 and
l(aAb-+cAd)-(a.b)(c.d)-(a.c)(b.d)q-(a.d)(b,c) (a, b, c, de H). For each
is contained
such that
choose
e
element e
fl
in j{, (see Proposition 4) and also choose t e T such that r(p)= e T, where
is the projection of t. Now set
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,
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Theorem 6. The value () depends only on the elemen$
$hen ()
and
Moreover if
is independen$ of $he choices of
--() so $ha$ we have a map ((3)-Z.
For the proof of the above theorem, the determination of a finite set
of normal generators for the group 5,
which can be derived from
the classical presentation of GL(g, Z) and the result of Suzuki [10] along
the lines of Birman’s paper [1], plays a crucial role. Nw we have
is equal o as a map t(3)--Z.
Theorem 7.
Thus Theorem 6 provides a method of computing ()nd als we have
an alternative definition of Casson’s invarint in terms of the pasting maps
of Heegaard dec,ompositions (of course the pint here is that we do not use
the existence of 2 in the proof of Theorem 6).
5. The Magnus representation of the Torelli group. Choose a free
generators 7.--.,
of (X\/)) which is a free group of rank 2g. For
consider the matrix
each element e

"

.-,

,,

,,

r()

(..(r).) e GL(Z[H])

where (3/37) is the Fox differential with respect to 7. This defines map
r" 5,-+GL2(Z[H]) which is actually a homomorphism and following
Birman’s book [2] we call it the Magnus representation of the Torelli group.
Let I be the augmentation ideal of Z[H] and let Z[H] be the quotient
Z[H]/I We write rn for the composition ,--GLo(Z[H])--GL(Z[H]).
The homomorphisms r is closely related with Jhnson’s homomorphisms
rn. For example
Theorem 8. ( ) Im r is naturally isomorphic to A H so that r. is
essentially equivalent to r.. In particular det r(9)--k() for all
7,.
(ii) r(j,) is naturally isomorphic to Im r so that r restricted to
j, is equivalent to
(iii) Im r is isomorphic to the central extension of A H by Im r" 0-Im r-Im r-- A H-+I, whose Euler class e H(A H Im r) is given by
A’Hx A’H 9(aAbAc, dAeA f)
(a d)b A c++e A f + (a e)b A c++ f A d + (a f)b A c++d A e
+(b.d)cAa++eA f +(b.e)cAa++ f Ad+(b. f)cAa++dAe e Im raT.
+ (c. d)aA b-+eAf+ (c. e)aA b++fAd+ (c. f)aA b++dA e
Theorem 6 and Theorem 8 (iii) imply
we have
e
Theorem 9. For two elements
() () / (4z)-- 2m
where m is defined as follows. Write r()=, a,yAyAy+other terms,
r()= bxAxAx+other terms, with respect to the basis of A H
described before, then m
ab.
In particular is a homomorphism for g=2 and also, the above result
is consistent with the result of Birman-Craggs [3] that mod 2, which is
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the Rohlin invariant, defines a homomorphism 5.,Z/2.
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